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Our Mission
NGO SFERA International – Bitola was first established as an informal
group in 2007 known as ―Association Young Volunteers Firefighters SFERA‖.
In July 2009, it was officially registered as an NGO/Association in North
Macedonia under SFERA International.
The organization‘s mission is to raise awareness and to educate communities
throughout North Macedonia through non-formal education methods on a
variety of topics including environmental protection, cultural awareness,
healthy lifestyle, youth development, sport, art, and active participation
through volunteerism in North Macedonia and Europe.

Our Vision
SFERA International vision is to be become one of the largest
internationally focused NGO in North Macedonia. We want to provide the
citizens of North Macedonia with the opportunity to train in youth work,
harness skills that will make them well-rounded citizens, and the opportunity
to learn more about Europe as a whole and the EU.

Motto

Be the change you want to see in the world ~ Gandhi

Goals and Objectives
 Be a partner or main organization in 100 of International Erasmus+










Projects
Complete at least 3 large scale local projects in N Macedonia
Have more than 20 workshops or events located in Bitola
Host 20 of ESC Volunteers in our office
Encourage young people to participate in local activities and start
volunteering
Motivate unemployed youth to get new skills and competences through our
programs for increasing employment.
Start a Youth Center together with the local government
Make Bitola cleaner city for our citizens
Bring more community friendly projects that will support the local
development
Providing primary free legal aid to citizens from vulnerable categories
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SFERA‟S Values & Competences












Environmental Responsibility
Ecology and Recycling
Sustainable Development
Healthy Lifestyle
Human and Youth Rights
Volunteering
Tolerance
Intercultural Dialogue
Democracy
Youth Empowerment
Active Citizenship

Our History
SFERA International – Bitola was fist established as an informal group
in 2007. However, in July 2009, it was officially registered as an NGO in
North Macedonia.
The general goal of SFERA International – Bitola is through nonformal methods to educate the population in North Macedonia about the
protection of the environment, cultural and natural heritage, youth
empowerment, to raise the awareness of all age groups about the importance
of healthy lifestyle and its benefit. In March 2015, the organization changed
its Statute to focus on youth sustainability development, youth empowerment,
based on its values and competences.
SFERA has worked on projects focusing on:
 Developing leadership skills and democracy among youth
 Encouraging youth to get active in their community and take care of their

country
 Organizing trainings, workshops and camps on a national and international
level
Networking with national and international organizations and networks.
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ABOUT US

The Association for Sustainable Development SFERA International –
Bitola (in continuation: SFERA International) focuses on youth and all citizens of
the municipality of Bitola to achieve its main goals, activities and actions in
accordance to our mission. We want to raise awareness and to educate local
communities, using non-formal education methods, about environment
protection, cultural and natural heritage, healthy lifestyle, long-term sustainable
youth development, and youth active participation through volunteerism in North
Macedonia.
SFERA International, as an association, will achieve its goals with
coordination and regulations determined by the Constitution of Republic of
North Macedonia, as well as other legal norms which regulate this area. A
member of the Association can be any citizen, in coordination with the Statute of
the association. Membership in the association is voluntary, and can be
achieved with accepting the Statute of the association, the goals of the
association, and signing an application. The organization has more than 600
members with profiles ranging from high-school students to professionals.
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Past projects, prior to Statute change, have included:






Tackling the problems of poverty and unemployment
Developing leadership skills and democracy among youth
Fire and environmental protection and education
Organizing trainings, Workshops and camps on a national and international
level
Networking with national and international organizations and networks

Current focus after the Statute changes in March 2015:











Organizing trainings, workshops, and camps on a national and international
level
Networking with national and international organizations and networks
Protection of the environment, cultural and natural heritage
Promoting sustainable development and the usage of alternative sources of
energy
Promoting healthy lifestyle – sport, healthy diet
Development of professional and leadership skills among young people
Promoting non-formal education and encouraging the creation of systems to
support young local, national and international level
Promoting youth activism and active citizenship among young people and
informing youth about all the opportunities they have
Raising the awareness of equality, tolerance, democracy and the introduction
of human rights to the youngsters
Support and facilitate the process of Europeanization of the country

We first started working with the program ―Youth in Action‖ because of
the common project topics such as environment and sport, art and culture,
national heritage, health etc. Currently, we work with Erasmus+ program to
achieve our goals on an international level in order to create a bigger youth
impact.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Board members/Trustees

Position

Dates acted
(if not for whole year)

President

WY

Vice President

WY

Treasure

WY

Katerina Popovska

General Secretary

WY

Nikola Atanasovski

Board Member

WY

Dimitrija Najdovski

Board Member

WY

Pavel Mitrevski

Board Member

WY

Kristijan Veljanov

Board Member

WY

Bojan Stojkovski

Board Member

WY

Name
Milcho Duli
Mende Sekulovski
Dragi Pavlovski

Employees

Name
Milcho Duli
Katerina Popovska
Jovana Kalica

Position

Dates acted
(if not for whole year)

President

WY

General Secretary

WY

Social Media Manager

WY

Volunteers

Name
Szymon Wisniewski

Position

Dates acted
(if not for whole year)

Volunteer

Nov. 2019 – Sep. 2020
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from “Art Attack November”

from “Short Film screening night”
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STRUCTURE & MANAGEMENT

SFERA International has every year a General Assembly where the
board is changing and are bringing the yearly program of project planned for
the next year. Regarding the structure, it is not changing a lot as we have set a
good working team. The management is experienced which we are bringing
the key persons below.
The human resources of SFERA organization consists of staff and
volunteers that help bring SFERA, as an NGO organization, to be more active
in local and international projects. All people involved in the organization have
the skills and expertise needed to be involved in future activities, youth work in
the community. The organization consists of decision makers who focus on
development, youth, local, national, and international initiatives. Below are
some of the key members of the organization who focus on the organization
engagement, programs, and development.
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Milcho Duli is the President and one of the founders of the NGO
Sfera. He has more than 12 years of experience in the youth work sector and
has been working hands on with the youth organization since its beginning. He
has a Master Degree in Economy; however, youth work, social development,
and project management are his passion. He has been active in many local
and international activities organized by SFERA INTERNATIONAL which have
a big impact on the local and national level of dissemination, especially in the
field of education focusing youngsters develop skills and competences. On an
international level, he has participated in great number of Erasmus + projects
(and Youth in Action projects) as participant and trainer in more than 15
Training courses in different countries in Europe. Milcho has a very wide
experience especially in the areas of non-formal and informal education,
leadership, democracy, human rights, entrepreneurship and employability as
his primary learning. He brought the non-governmental organization to the next
level of achievement in all sectors. Sfera was awarded in the year of 20152018 as the Most active and popular NGO in Bitola and Most Successful NGO
in Bitola in 2019 thanks to all projects and great work done in year of 20132014-2019.
Mende Sekulovski is the vice president of Sfera International and an
active youth worker in the organization with 5 years of voluntary activity in the
NGO and 2 year of working experience. He has participated in over 20 youth
exchanges and training courses. He is always motivated to work with the youth
and learn new non-formal methods and techniques for working with them. The
experience that he has had during the last 2 years on working with youth
projects has made him a skilled project coordinator. He holds a Bachelor and a
Master in law.
Katerina Popovska is a project manager and the general secretary
of Sfera International. She has been actively working with youth for about 6
years; however, she has been volunteering with SFERA organization for over
10 years. She has previous experience in working with local youth to promote
and empower leadership, democracy and self-development. On international
level, she has participated in over 30 youth exchanges and training courses,
and has been a leader and a facilitator in over 15 youth exchanges.
Throughout the years with the organization, she‘s gained project management
and leadership skills that makes her one of the most active youth workers in
Sfera. Katerina holds a Bachelor in Financial Management, and is currently
working on her Master‘s thesis‘s topic ―Social responsibility of companies in
N.Macedonia, and the connection with the profit.‖
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LOCAL ACTIVITIES

SFERA ART-ATTACK: PAINT NIGHT
SFERA ART ATTACK is a continuous program by the SFERA
organization. This event is ongoing and held monthly at the office and a great
way to get a group of individuals together for a night of painting, recreation, and
fun. The goal of this initiative is to be able to get youth involved in the community
and come together in the form of art and creativity. We want to bring people back
together in a fun and creative way for empowerment, motivation, connection, and
to give them a sense of belonging. It helps individuals to focus on relaxation, fun,
relationship building, improving skills, learning new artistic skills while painting
with friends. All materials are provided to participants including canvases, paint,
brushes, easels, apron, and everyone is guaranteed to leave with their painting.

INTERCULTURAL NIGHTS
During this year we have organized 3 intercultural nights where the
EVS/ESC volunteers were presenting their food, tradition, customs on a
workshop in the SFERA office. This is continuing activity that SFERA is
organizing for the past 10 years, to raise awareness for different cultures and
traditions that other European countries have intending to open the views of the
youth population in Bitola.
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SCHOOL WORKSHOPS
SFERA International has had the pleasure of working with many local
schools in the area on a variety of projects. At the beginning of the year, we were
lucky to have some amazing EVS/ESC volunteers go to (OU Elpida Karamandi
Bitola) to conduct workshops on how to create useful items out of ‗trash‘. They
made phone holders out of toilet paper rolls, bookmarks, and even more
incredible items during their time there. It is important to educate the youth on
environmentalism, and upcycling which they are young. To excite a passion for
nature and keeping our planet clean. While at the school, our volunteers would
also give mini-lessons on the effects of human habits on the planet. For example,
how long it takes for a plastic bag to dissolve or how much pollution is currently in
the ocean. Throughout the year, we also had a few workshops about making
reusable grocery bags out of old t-shirts. These were created by the students and
then handed out at the old bazaar to shoppers for free, to try and promote the
usage of these bags instead of plastic. It was also to show the students that their
everyday actions do make a difference in the world, and action in these types of
circumstances is never for anything.

LANGUAGE EXCHANGE
We have been having many language workshops throughout the year.
We recognized people‘s desires to learn about new languages and to learn about
new cultures so these events are continuously created and attended. It is a fun
way to learn more about a new place somewhere in the world. Languages are
also very useful in the world of globalization. They help us express our ideas to
many different types of people throughout the world. This year we had Turkish
and Polish language classes.

ONLINE WORKSHOPS
In the year 2020 in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have
struggled to complete our aims to give new skills and competencies to our target
group. Therefore, we have started organizing monthly online workshops where
our EVS/ESC volunteer and our interns have shared their knowledge in different
areas. In the time of lockdowns and quarantine, this was the only way to reach
our target group and to share knowledge with them. In the past year, we have
organized workshops for: Communication, Graphic Design, European Solidarity
Corp, Hiking tips, The way of recycling, Food Bank, and Leadership
development.
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from “ECHO Donation”
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PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP
SFERA International has invited the photograph Simona Kalica to
organize a short course of 5 workshops for portrait photography in August 2020.
As we heard the youth in our club the need of learning how to develop their
photography skills and especially in portrait making pictures, we have invited
local expert to give theoretical and practical course for 10 chosen participants
from Bitola in 1 month of learning. After the learning part, the participants
organized an exhibition from their pictures taken during their practical lessons
with the expert. At the exhibition, we had a lot of interested audience from Bitola
who was interested to see a continuation or another photography course.

SHORT MOVIE SCREENING
SFERA International together with ECD cooperation and the University
Library "Sv. Kliment Ohridski" – Bitola have organized a screening of short
international movies in Bitola city Library. The event was organized in October
2020 with a physical presence in the time of COVID-19 with all measures Obaid.
The screening was organized by the ESC volunteers in Bitola which give us a
diverse screening of movies from Turkey, the UK, the Czech Republic, Denmark,
and North Macedonia. The screening night was followed by and discussion on
family values, violence, and sexual harassment as the main topics of the movies.
At the event were present the interested participants from our local
club, public institutions, Greek Consulate, and local media.

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERS DAY
This year SFERA International together with ECD cooperation has
organized a small event for the celebration of the international volunteer‘s day on
the 5th of December. Because of the pandemic we were stopped of organizing
bigger scale event for our target group. On that occasion, the volunteer Busra
Erkan from Turkey, who volunteers through the European Solidarity Corps
program for a period of 3 months during the Covid-19 world pandemic, organized
a promotional flyer event with information about volunteering together with
candies on Shirok Sokak in order to raise awareness among young people and
to suppress the stereotype towards volunteering in order to see the real benefit of
volunteering for more effective further professional development among the
young population.
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DONATION OF ARTWORKS
SFERA International donated three works of art to the Health Center
"Dr. Haim Abravanel‖- Bitola, placed in the Emergency Medical Service. The
works entitled "3 seconds memory" were created by Snezana Petkovic, an artist
from Novi Sad, Serbia, and were created during the art residence, as part of the
ECHO (European Cultural Heritage Onstage) project, co-funded by the Creative
Europe program of European Union, where SFERA was a partner organization.
During this art residence in Bitola, 4 artists from Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria, and
North Macedonia were created to connect contemporary artistic creations with
the dark cultural heritage of local communities in Europe.
With this act, SFERA is continuing with its donation events annually in
December as part of its local heritage and values strategy.

LOCAL DISSEMINATION
SFERA International is organizing monthly dissemination activities in
the office for projects that are organized in KA1-KA2 from the Erasmus+ program
by the European Commission. As we are sending participants in a project abroad
on different seminars, youth exchanges, and training, after their return to SFERA
we encourage the participants to organize a dissemination activity/workshop and
to share the knowledge gained on the project gained. Within these activities,
SFERA is multiplying the results from each activity and sharing them with our
youth club of volunteers. While organizing in face dissemination we do publish on
our social media the results from each project that SFERA is a partner.

from “International Volunteers Day”
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STUDENT (RE) FORMATION
The National Youth Council of Macedonia, together with the member
organizations, the Foundation for development of the local community Stip,
Youth Cultural Center - Bitola, Forum 16 - Bitola, SFERA International - Bitola,
and Center for Education and Development "CED" had begun the campaign and
announced the activities of the project.
Student (re) formation aims to encourage the active participation of
students in student elections at state universities and to increase the
transparency of student elections and the work of student representatives.
Activities:


Desk analysis of the situation that will include the statutory set-up of
the model of a student organization, the deadlines for conducting
student elections, the rights, obligations, and powers of the student
representative bodies.
 Workshops for preparation of a plan for advocacy of a coordinated
approach to state universities
 Advocacy through information campaign (online campaign, university
media) to increase the active participation of students in the process of
establishing a new model of student organization and participation in
decision-making at universities and meetings with dean and rector
administrations
 Monitoring the process of establishing a model of a student
organization by designing a common monitoring matrix at all
universities
The activity covers the following institutions:
 University "St. Kliment Ohridski ‖- Bitola
 University of Tetova - Tetovo
 University "Goce Delcev", Stip

The project "Student (re) formation" is funded by the Foundation Open
Society - Macedonia.
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Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA)

IPA WE CARE - 9 MAY 2018 – 20 JULY 2021
The aim of the project is the promotion of health of all children in the
cross-border area, through implementation of a screening program for children
with focus in vulnerable populations for the prevention and detection of asthma
and congenital heart diseases, for the provision of primary health care and
counselling regarding the above mentioned diseases, for training of parents and
teachers, and implementation of innovative Information & Communication
Technologies (ICT). The project will focus on interventions and innovative
patient management tools in order to promote children‘s well-being at four
levels:





Screening to identify new patients
Primary health care (monitoring) for children with already detected
illnesses (asthma and congenital heart diseases)
Counselling & Training to raise awareness of parents and school
teachers
Implementation of ICT tools and Remote monitoring to elevate sense of
safety
Towards this direction, the main outputs of the project are:










Screening and assessment methodological framework.
Mobile Unit and equipment.
Screening and primary health care in the cross border area.
Hot spots identification and mapping.
Implementation of e-health systems: monitoring platform and e-health
data repository with the use of Smart monitoring watches and On-line
capacity building
Training in the School and Family environments.
Publicity actions for the diffusion of the project‘s results.

Through the project the beneficiaries gain experience in the
implementation of innovative tools and services using information and
communication technologies (ICTs) that can improve prevention, diagnosis,
treatment, monitoring and management. The project can benefit the target group
of the cross border area by improving access to health care and quality of health
care.
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from “IPA – WE CARE”
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Erasmus+ KA2

KA2 Strategic Partnership – „PRO Dialogue“ - 01 September
2019 – 31 October 2021
„Pro Dialogue‖ aims at initiating a social dialogue at the local/regional
level of the partner countries that combats the reasons for hate speech and
fake news. On one hand, it shall be based on verified information and facts,
be led rather rationally than emotionally and exclude abuses and insults. On
the other hand, it shall bring concerned and involved people together and
ensure that they do not speak about each other but with each other. In that,
emphasis are subjects that are oriented on the daily life and that have a direct
impact on the living together in the local community.
Objectives of the project:




Promoting the intercultural dialogue of minority and majority
Sustainable reduction of prejudices
Raising awareness about other cultures, religions and European
values
The expected results of the project are:








Development of a Training Plan and Quality Standards for the training
of dialogue mediators for planning, organizing and hosting activities for
the intercultural dialogue (IO1)
Training of those mediators in the project based on an accordingly
developed handbook (IO2)
Implementation of dialogue events (Test Phase)
Multiplier Trainings within the project
Development of a concept for Mobility Projects within KA1 (IO3)
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First Pilot training for Dialogators – ProDialogue – 09 – 13 November 2020
Two representatives from Sfera International took part in the first online
pilot training course for Dialogators from 09 – 13 November 2020, as part of the
strategic partnership ―PRO DIALOGUE‖ – Combating hate speech and fake
news through the intercultural dialogue of citizens.

The 15 participating adult education actors on the training course were trained as
the first Dialogators and dealt with topics such as:





Identification of fake news and hate speech on the internet
Fake news about and hate speech against certain vulnerable groups
Fake news and hate speech in the context of global economic
development, different cultures, religions and politics
Public relation and fundraising for conducting dialogue activities (adult
education measures) to avoid fake news and hate speech

The online training course was the first of two training courses which
aim at the education of Dialogators in order to enable them to plan, prepare,
implement and evaluate the described social dialogue at the local/regional level
through most different, especially intercultural activities that go beyond the
classics ―Plenary Discussion‖ and ―Round Table‖.

At the end of the two trainings, the participants shall also be prepared for
training multipliers who will inform about the work of the Dialogators and
advertise the dialogue activities towards civil society organizations, educational
institutions, welfare associations and NGO as well as public institutions.
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KA2 Strategic Partnership – „Another ENTRance“ - 1 September
2019 - 31 December 2020.
The project „Another ENTRance― is a Strategic Partnership funded by
the Erasmus plus programme.
Objectives of the project:






Analysing the real situation in the field of social entrepreneurship in the
partner countries by targeted researches, surveys and interviews;
Identifying good practise examples with European transfer potential
Detecting most urgent needs for action in this field together with Roma
and Roma organisations, experts and stakeholders that can be covered
with existing resources on the spot and targeted activities in the frame of
European projects
Developing project concepts
The expected results of the project are:








Synthesis Report with an overview of social enterprises
Partner organisations enabled to implement projects
Synthesis Report with the view of Roma
Booklet
Concepts for follow up projects
Distribution and exploitation of contents and results
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KA2 Strategic Partnership – „Another ENTRance“ Partner Meeting
Romania 17 -21 February 2020
SFERA INTERNATIONAL participated in the partner meeting for the
project „Another ENTRance―, which is a Strategic Partnership funded by the
Erasmus plus programme. The partner meeting took place in Buzau, Romania
17 -21 February 2020 where the partners met to discuss and prepare the project
which will have the duration of 16 months.









On the partner meeting was discussed:
Presenting the results of the surveys with Social Enterprises in each
partner country participant on the project
Setting up the dates for the report
Introduction and structure of the national reports from each partner
country
Two Workshops about designing the leaflet and identification of relevant
stakeholders for the dialogue
We had a round table which one representative from the labour office
was presenting the rules accorded the Romanian law and ways of the
registration and funding the SE in Romania
Were discussed about the further steps of the project

KA2 Strategic Partnership – „BIC“ 01 September 2019 – 31
August 2021
The project ―Building Intercultural Competences‖ will raise awareness
among young people about the importance of intercultural communication and
mutual understanding by exploring and sharing good practices and innovative
methods and strategies of dealing with the challenges in multicultural
environments for youth organisations and overcoming cultural shock,
stereotyping, prejudices, discrimination and stigmatisation through intercultural
communication and dialogue among young people.
The general objective of BIC project is to help young people understand
the importance of social inclusion and cultural diversity and build intercultural
competences.
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The specific objectives are:




to provide young people with methods and strategies to overcome
stereotyping and cultural shock by engaging them in debates, workshops
and experiments and producing an interactive online guide for
intercultural communication.
to contribute to capacity building and the organisational environment of
youth organisations by exploring good practices in building and
managing multicultural environments and producing an interactive online
guide for NGOs, working with young people.

Project activities:






Exploring good practices in building and managing multicultural and
integrative environment in youth organisations
Collecting good examples and creating strategies for overcoming
stereotypes, prejudices, stigmatisation, discrimination and cultural shock
in young people when moving to another country or when living, working
or studying with foreign nationals at home
Engaging young people in debates about social inclusion, stereotypes
and their consequences
Producing interactive online guides: ‗Guide on Intercultural
Communication for Young People‘, which offers methods and strategies
for dealing with the challenges in multicultural environment, and ‗Guide
on Building Multicultural Environments for Youth Organisations‘,
contributing to capacity building of the NGOs, working with young
people.

The project is funded by the Erasmus + program tough the Bulgarian NA.
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Youth Empowerment Support to Non-Formal Learning - YES to
NFL: 01 November 2019 – 31 December 2020
Youth Empowerment Support to Non-Formal Learning - YES to NFL is
a European Project in the same line with Erasmus+ Program General Objective
that contribute to the renewed framework for European Cooperation in youth field
and the achievement of the Europe 2020 Strategy, including the headline
education target. Western Balkan Countries and European Countries (Albania;
Kosovo; Serbia; Belgium; Estonia; Italy; Bulgaria and Macedonia) with different
backgrounds in NFL will come together and contribute in the promotion and
recognition of NFL as an adequate methodology for youth work. Through this
project the partner organisations aim to improve youth competencies and skills;
to promote a modern education system through NFL; to strengthen the
cooperation between all involved stakeholders and to improve intercultural
dimensions in the youth field.
Local and Transnational Activities will be organized during the lifetime
of the project and more than 460 youth will be participating and gaining/improving
skills in these activities.
In order to achieve all of this, we will organize a set of activities for
youth workers, youth leaders, NGOs referring to these objectives (in European
level) that are designed in cooperation with partner organizations:








To promote awareness for the importance of NFL in local, national and
transnational level.
To raise youth competences and skills in NFL field by making
adequate forms of modules;
To gather the most experienced Youth Leaders, Trainers, Youth
Workers, Project Managers, and people from NGO‘s to develop
common tools, to increase the quality of youth work and non-formal
education;
To promote awareness for modernisation of education system through
NFL and sharing experience between participant countries.
To strengthen the cooperation between all involved stakeholders;
To improve intercultural dimensions in the youth field
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Social Impact: Measuring What Matters, Erasmus+, K2, Eastern
Partnership Youth Window: 31 October 2019 - 30 October 2021
Description of the project idea:
Social impact is a concept used to describe — broadly — the effects
that the activities of an organisation have on the (local) community, the economy
and the environment. It‘s often considered from the perspective of different
groups in that community to provide a more rounded view of whether the
activities have been ―successful‖ in meeting their aims. It provides a framework
for describing the aspirations of the organisation, as well as a means of checking
whether these are met. It is underpinned by a commitment to count success from
the perspective of those affected, not just those who make decisions.
Social impact measurement is a process for designing monitoring and evaluation
approaches that capture the impact of activities, as well as trying to explain how
the organisation contributes to that impact. It guides organisations through
working with their end users and other stakeholders to really understand what it
is that has been achieved.

Aims of the project:

For participants to:
Understand how to define the social impact of their organizations
Understand principles of and ways of measuring social impact
Understand how to use these in their work and gather information to support
each stage of the process
Know where to go for more information
Put together a summary for their colleagues working in their home location
following each stage of the process, making recommendations for next steps
and how they can use the ideas in fundraising activities.
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Green Entrepreneurship and Local Culture: Youth Workers on the
Move (RECALL), Key Action 2: Cooperation of Innovation and Exchange of
Good Practices Capacity Building in the Field of Youth: 16th December
2020 - 15 June 2022
The project seeks to build the capacity of youth organizations in
Europe and Asia to promote green skills, circular economy and youth-led
green entrepreneurship in encouraging positive social change in rural
areas of involved countries. Based on their cultural traditions and identity,
young people can find inspiration to use nature and local resources sustainably,
to start new entrepreneurial endeavors, which preserve the natural environment,
and to contribute to their communities‘ wellbeing. The project seeks synergies
between the four pillars of sustainable development - environment, economy,
society and culture to fight youth unemployment in rural areas.
Objectives:
●

Improve the knowledge and capacity of youth organization to promote green
and entrepreneurial skills in rural areas as a way to overcome youth
unemployment

●

Enhance cooperation and exchange of good practices in the field of youth
work in rural areas based on local cultural traditions and environmental
awareness

●

Support the qualitative development of youth work through the application of
training toolkit for green skills
Activities:

1. Youth Workers Seminar for Cooperation - to support the qualitative
development of youth work by setting objectives based on young people‘s
needs. Researching the local cultural traditions and measures to facilitate
green entrepreneurship and circular economy in rural areas.
2. Training toolkit for green skills and youth-led green entrepreneurship based
on local cultures and traditions - how to use local resources for sustainable
development
3. Training of trainers for youth workers - Bootcamp for green skills
4. Collection of local good practices with the potential to be transferred in other
regions and countries - based on the cultural traditions and practices on
using natural resources in a sustainable way and niches for green
entrepreneurial activities let by young people
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5. Development of video collection of the good practices, in the form of case
studies for acquiring green skills and application of circular economy in
certain contexts - video case library, which shows the elements and steps in
doing entrepreneurship and applying green skills in rural areas
6. Green awareness campaigns in partner countries

from “Dissemination EUROPE MEETS THE WORLD”
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Erasmus+ KA1

TC: ELAN Bucharest, Romania 22-29 January 2020
The project responds through its activities to the Europe 2020 strategy
which is the EU's agenda for growth and jobs for the current decade. Europe
2020 strategy It emphasize smart, sustainable and inclusive growth as a way to
overcome the structural weaknesses in Europe's economy, improve its
competitiveness and productivity and underpin a sustainable social market
economy.
According to the EU Youth Strategy one essential method of
integrating young people into the labor market is to increase youth
entrepreneurship. Youth entrepreneurship is an important factor for
employment creation, increasing innovation and addressing social inequalities.
One of the project objectives is to prepare the youth workers as mentors for
social youth entrepreneurs taking into consideration the trends from the
Entrepreneurship 2020 Action Plan in 3 areas for immediate intervention:
entrepreneurial education and training to support growth and business creation;
removing existing administrative barriers and supporting entrepreneurs in
crucial phases of the business life cycle and reigniting the culture of
entrepreneurship in Europe and nurturing the new generation of entrepreneurs.
These align to Erasmus+ priority: to fight high levels of unemployment
among young people. The European NGOs involved can guide youngsters to
develop the skills and competencies to access the labor market and available
funding resources.
By empowering youth workers and equip them with the proper tools,
they can transfer the know- how and guide the young people to have an open
attitude regarding the entrepreneurship ecosystem and as a possible option for
their future career.
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YE „We are acting against Wasting!‟ Aydin, Turkey 25.01.2020 –
01.02.2020
Partner countries for our project will be Lithuania, Macedonia,
Romania, Czech Republic, Poland and Turkey.
6 participants, including group leaders, from partner countries and 7
participants from Turkey will come to project venue to attend our project. At
total, there will be 37 participants and 15 of them will be chosen from
disadvantaged ones. The project will be implemented between 25 January – 01
February 2020 including travel days. As an Erasmus+ Youth Exchange project,
our topic is related to Wasting and Recycling. Via recycling we want to raise
awareness for society and also to prevent wasting. We aim to produce new
usable materials by using easy accessible old clothes and materials. These
specialized recycled materials are going to be made during activities with our
participants. Thus, we aim to popularize recycling among participants and local
people. We will produce shopping bags from old t-shirts, candles from different
materials, thermoses from old bottles, party dresses from unused clothes,
accessories from old beads and bracelets from used yarns and threads.
Thanks to group works the participants will improve their personal skills and
their creativity.

The products and outcomes of the project will be displayed in a
shopping center in the city publicly and there will be interviews with local
people. Also, for dissemination, local press will be invited to our exhibition and
given information about what Erasmus+ is and our project about. In addition
local authorities will be visited and asked for their supports for our project topic.

There will be indoor and outdoor activities in our project. We will do
workshops, group-works, pair-works and we will use Non-formal education
techniques. Thus all the participants will be active and will enjoy the project
activities. There will be cultural nights to get to know the different cultures and
different people.
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All project activities are prepared after the negotiations with our project
partners. Duties and responsibilities of the each partner organizations and
participants are decided, too. Participants are going to have meetings in their
countries with their group leaders and will come to project venue with all the
information and preparations.

Also every organization will do preparations to present their country
and culture. Within this scope, there will be presentations, dances, contests and
also held cultural events. Also thanks to the city tour, participants are going to
get information about our country and city. They also will be informed about
Erasmus+, National

Agency and YouthPass.
The Project‘s long term outcomes are planning to be raising
awareness about Wasting and Recycling, new project ideas, long term
friendships and turning participants into a culture and tourism ambassadors.
We will organize workshops, lectures, group-works, pair-works and social
activities besides indoor and outdoor activities.

from “Polish Night”
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YE “We Can Do It” Store Heddinge Denmark 8 - 16 February 2020
Even though we believe that we have achieved gender equality, if you
ask many women how they live nowadays in Europe (and in the world) we will
realize that we are far from living in an equal world. We are witnessing
harassment of women every day, domestic violence, gender based
discrimination is part of our daily lives, and many young women are raised in a
patriarchal society where they are being told not to follow their dreams because
they are women and they need to take care of their families!
This is why we wrote this project. We want to carry out this project to
address these issues and use the chance to empower young women to fight for
their dreams and pursue the education of their choice and the career of their
choice. We would like to do this project to prove that WE CAN DO IT! We can
bring the change in our lives and our communities.
We can fight for gender equality and equity. We can stand against
gender based discrimination.
The main AIM of this project is to raise awareness about women‘s
rights, fight against gender based discrimination and use film as a tool to
promote the use of storytelling and short films as tools for activism. By
attending this youth exchange the youth from the participating countries,
through the use of different non formal education method we will firstly
introduce the participants to the topics of women rights, and they will gain new
skills about using film and storytelling as a way of activism which they could use
in the future for their voices to be heard all over Europe.
The main outcome of the project will be short films, created by the
participants, on the topics gender equality, woman rights, and woman
empowerment in general.

from “YE - WE CAN DO IT - Denmark”
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TC “Human Rights
Education today
tomorrow” Trikala Greece 08 - 17 February 2020

for

an

equal

While in the countries of western Europe the situation with Human
Rights and their protection is relatively good and not many issues arise, in the
countries of Eastern Europe and Western Balkans we have countless examples
of violations, especially after the start of the refugee crisis (which has also
impact in the Western European countries), something that has led in the
radicalization of citizens, mainly people coming from political parties and groups
that are active at the edges of the political
spectrum. The refugee and humanitarian crisis, has unveiled the
existence of citizens, especially young people, not enough educated in the
topics related to human rights. Many countries (mainly non state members of
EU) do not include in their educational system the subject of Political Education
at schools. Therefore, this gap has to be covered by the European NGOs,
which need to work with the youngsters and educate them to the extend they
can in order to eliminate the cases of exclusion, radicalization, extremism and
marginalization of groups of people. As an example of youth radicalization we
can look at the recent example of "Brexit" and if we want to eliminate reactions
like this we need to apply more effort in increasing the capacities and
effectiveness of youth workers in formal and non-formal education.

YE Comm(you)nity organizing Cluj Romania 22 - 28 February 2020
As noted in the 2019 annual work programme for the implementation
of Erasmus+, section 2.2.3. ―Youth: specific policy priorities‖, it is a priority to
address issues related to support youth workers in developing and sharing
effective methods in reaching out to disadvantaged young people, foster the
inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities and also open up youth work
to cross-sectorial cooperation allowing greater synergies across all fields of
actions concerning young people.
All partners, being faced with all the above issues, after conducting a
SWOT analyses that targeted multiple stakeholders form their communities,
found a common solution: creating youth community organizers for social
inclusion (YCO). YCO is a strategy that trains young people to engage in
collective action to improve the functioning of institutions that directly affect
them. YCO targets the education system, the immigration system, the juvenile
justice system, and also they work to change policy and practice in specific
issue areas of economic justice and environmental justice.
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This project will enable 33 youth workers (YW) to become architects of
their own lives through their new role of Youth Community Organizer. As shown
on the Council Resolution of 26 November 2018, the new EU Youth Strategy
2019-2027 supports young‘s people personal development and growth to
autonomy, build their resilience and equip them with life skills to cope with a
changing world.

YE Europe Meets the World Orahovica Croatia 25 February - 8
March 2020
The youth exchange will gather 42 participants from Croatia, Serbia,
Italy, Portugal, North Macedonia and Denmark from 25 February to 8 March
2020, travel days included. In this project young people will explore European
values by comparing them to other parts of the world. The activities will take
place in various locations in Orahovica. Youth exchanges (YE) are an excellent
way for young people to learn about other European countries - their culture,
history and problems they are facing. However, many
young people with more YE experience want to learn more about the
world. This project was created by a group of participants from different
countries and from different youth exchanges by Platypus and its partners. To
goal of this project is to learn about European culture and values by comparing
cultures and history of other parts of the world to that of Europe. Therefore,
they will learn about Europe by learning about other parts of the world.

TC Reach OUTdoor! Veliki Zitnik Croatia 19 - 25 February 2020
Outdoor experiential learning is a powerful method of empowering
youngsters, especially those who are struggling. In an unusual and challenging
outdoor environment, youngsters who have trouble performing on an academic
level can discover other strengths and the potential they have inside them.
Also, in outdoor experiential learning activities, youngsters who have
troubles finding acceptance in school or everyday life often discover strengths
within them they or their peers didn‘t previously know were there and that turn
out to be characteristics others value them for.
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Outdoor experiential learning can also be a means of connecting
cultures and fighting racial, national or religious prejudice for people who
engage in it (see for example the Outward Bound Oman Connecting Cultures
course). Through outdoor experiential learning activities, youngsters learn new
skills for life applicable in various everyday contexts, especially how to function
within a group.
Many European youth-workers who we‘ve been in contact with through
our partnerships on non-formal education projects, as well as professionals
from the Croatian education system, have expressed their interest to learn
about experiential learning and how they can implement it in their work without
being experts in outdoor-sports or having expensive equipment.

TC Code Communication Sofia Bulgaria 27 February - 7 March 2020
In this training the participants had the possibility to explore the field of
communication through various activities which would enable them to
experience and observe their own communication patterns. They learned about
different techniques from the basics of NLP, body movement, DISK
communication styles till some art therapy. This further developed their abilities
to communicate an idea with potential partners, clients, your students or mates,
volunteers, board committee, etc.
The activities that were planned for the course were all from the nonformal education and by which one is learning by experience/doing. Every day,
every session was going to use the knowledge/experience of the previous ones
and build on it, every step was going to be a bit more difficult, in order that
everyone keeps their brain, body and state alive and fresh and ready all the
time.
The participants' idea for a project or enterprise was the main focus.
They have a look from many different angles. From the point of a grant agency,
from the point of a business company, from the point of the target group. With
the activities the trainers shared with the participants the tools to reshape,
reframe and reform your idea if it is needed to reach the dreamed goal/
destination/ target/ aim.
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from “YE - WE CAN DO IT - Denmark”

from “Intercultural night October”
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APV Changing the world
Croatia 29 February - 01 March 2020

from my neighborhood Zagreb

This APV meeting is organized for dividing the tasks and
responsibilities among each partner of ESC project, regarding the volunteering
period of the volunteers.
The volunteering activity will take place in one of the neighbourhoods
of Zagreb, Croatia from 26.10.2020 till 21.12.2020, bringing together 10 young
people from Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Ireland, Latvia,
Macedonia, Norway, Turkey and United Kingdom. In the period of these two
months, the international youngsters will create and deliver workshops for local
school children and for children from the local refugees' integration center with
an aim to introduce their culture and countries. Each volunteer will be paired up
with a local elderly person who will be supporting the volunteer in planning and
delivering their activities.

TC REconnectIN Małogoszcz, Kielce Poland 9 - 18 March 2020
reConnectin is an 8-day training course which aims to introduce and
explore.
―Mindfulness‖ in interactive and playful ways and to experiment with
practical and fun tools and techniques that can bereadily used in daily life,
creative work and in the other situations and places too.
The training is designed for youth workers & volunteers and other
people who work with people, who want to refresh their skills and attitudes to
their days, to other people, to work and to the world.

YE School Everywhere Izmir Turkey







09 - 17 March 2020

Info about the project:
To inform participants about outdoor learning pace
To facilitate a collective brainstorm on how public spaces can be
turned into a learning environment
To learn more about good practices on how historic sites can be used
as learning space
To facilitate an intercultural learning environment with 25 participants
from 5 different countries
To help our participants develop hard skills, i.e. mapping. With this
skill, our participants chance of employment could be increased
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TC Introduction to the European Solidarity Corps Adana Turkey
10 - 18 March 2020
As the European Voluntary Service (EVS) has changed to European
Solidarity Corps (ESC), we would like to bring some new quality among the
organizations who are dealing with EVS or ESC and to build new partnerships,
discussing the previous problems, changes and the challenges for the future.
The aim of the projects is to train a group of youth workers that can be the base
for an increased cooperation aiming to give young people international
volunteering experiences.
This project is aiming to train youth workers that can promote
Erasmus+ and be in charge of volunteering all over Europe. During this training
the participants will get an in view in the nature of an ESC projects and how to
design one in term on from context, methods and administration. The
participants have upon application obliged themselves to be active in
development of future projects and by nominating them, their organizations
have agreed to act as host and sending partner in future projects.

YE Youth Competence Samobor Croatia 04 - 11 August 2020
YOUTH COMPETENCES is an international youth exchange focused
on the development of the key competences within the concept of the nonformal education with the emphasis on the support of creativity, invention,
entrepreneurship to achieve better state in the labour market through the
application of the learning outcomes of the international youth project and base
for further personal development.
The Youth Exchange is aimed at the development of the quality
educational activity offering the space to explore the creative approach and
entrepreneurship as a part of the personal development which is an important
part of the international youth projects and future success input for
employability. The Youth Exchange is contributing to the development of the
quality in the youth project‘s learning process and its elements.
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from “Art Attack September”

from “International Volunteers Day”
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TC Understanding Social Impact London UK 02 - 08 August 2020
Social Impact: Measuring What Matters is a training and best-practice
sharing project for youth organisations.
The training will be delivered in two parts, part 1 in London in Spring
2020, followed by part 2 in Ukraine later in the year. At the end of part 1,
participants will be set a small piece of work to complete when they return to
their own work. After part 2, participants will implement the ideas learnt in a
project at their own organisation, as well as sharing the learning with their
peers. There will be a final conference to review the learning and initial impact
of the sessions on the participant‘s own work. The information in this document
is to introduce and welcome you to the first part of the training course.

YE Some new drama Veliki Zitnik Croatia 28 September - 04
October 2020
This project idea came to life as a follow-up on a previous youth
exchange that OBC implemented successfully in 2019 "Include some Drama―.
The project "Some new drama!", which includes a youth exchange on
the topic of theatre and social inclusion, picks up where "Include some Drama"
ended and discovers topics of youth activism, tolerance, discrimination and
social inclusion using non-formal and experiential learning methods, focusing
on drama, improvisation, and role- playing.

Seminar “Reinventing learning opportunities for young people in
Erasmus+” Palma Spain 06 - 10 October 2020
This is a seminar for workers, educators, youth monitors, educators in
general within the non-formal and formal field interested in reflecting and
discussing the importance of recognition and innovation in learning, in the
acquisition of skills by young people participating in projects under the
Erasmus+ program.
The 8 partners participating in this project have shared experiences in
the past related to the theme of the seminar, having created and participated in
the preparation of strategies, research, methodologies, resources and tools that
facilitate the recognition of informal learning within the framework of the
program, its valorization, and the creation of a method that allows young people
with learning differences, difficulties in formal education, absenteeism, school
failure, lack of self-esteem..., to identify their learning, reflect on them, acquire
skills and increase their self-esteem and learning abilities.
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Creative Europe

ECHO II: 1 September 2020 – 20 June 2022
ECHO II is a European cultural project that aims to invite artists
working in the field of painting, sculpture, graphic design, fashion and craftwork
to create original artworks inspired by the following selected local traditions:





The sea in Spetses (Greece),
The mountain and religions of Smolyan Town (Bulgaria),
The lake in Prespa region (Northern Macedonia), and
The life of the factory workers of Győr (Torula-Győr, Hungary).

In the context of ECHO II, local traditions are perceived as dynamic
and evolving processes that shape and are shaped by the lives of local
communities. This means that traditions are recognised as constitutive elements
of cultural identities, but are not considered as ‗objects‘ that need to be retained
unaltered and protected via musealisation. In this light, ECHO II takes a critical
stance towards established but unfruitful perspectives that restrict innovation and
creativity, and consists of an opportunity (a) for artists to highlight and renew
local traditions through contemporary artistic creation, and (b) for the local
communities to self-reflect, and hence, reconceptualise and revitalise their own
traditions within the framework of European cultural heritage.
ECHO II is inspired by the pilot project ECHO: European Cultural
Heritage Onstage (2018-19), which was implemented in the context of
the European Year of Cultural Heritage 2018.
ECHO focused on the Dark Cultural Heritage of the Balkans, and
invited artists to create original artworks after exploring the events of World War I
(Macedonian Front) and World War II (Novi Sad Raid) and their impact on the
local communities of Bitola (North Macedonia) and Novi Sad (Serbia). The
project started on 1 September 2020 and will end on 20 June 2022.
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Income - 13.488.479 MKD
Consalting services
Membership fees
Participation in a seminar
Renting space
Own income
Loan proceeds
Credit proceeds
Other income
Revenues from projects
Financial assistance from the government

2%
1%

0%
1%
4%
3%
8%

9%

4%

68%
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Expenditure - 12.793.360 MKD
Project cost

Firewood, fuel, lubricants

Electricity consumed

Other services

Notary and lawyer services

Registration costs

Advertising, propaganda and representation

Facebook ad

Rents

Costs of using own vehicle

Other material expenses

Repayment of loan

Payment operations commission

Interest on loans and mutual

Insurance premiums

Travel costs

Hotel services

Utilities

Memberships

Other expenses

Project costs under a foreign contract

Contract costs and personal income tax

Agreement with foreigners

Salaries for employees

Equipment

Accommodation and food allowance

Software development

Costs to the central register
0%
0%

0%
0% 0%

0%

1%
0%

8%

13%

8%

1%

0%

1%

1%

11%

0%

0%

1%
0%

0%
0%

13%
28%
3%
7%
3%

1%
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from “Sfera’s 13th Birthday party”

CONTACT US

Vlatko Milenkoski 22
Bitola, North Macedonia
+ 389 71 369 679
https://sferainternational.org/
sferabt@gmail.com
info@sferainternational.org
https://sferainternational.org/
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